Three key guest research needs
that your hotel website must answer
As guests move through the Customer Activity Cycle they are faced with a range of potential blockers that
could stop them from booking directly with your hotel. We’ve identiﬁed three key strategic tactics you can
employ to ensure that guests are not derailed from ﬁnding - and booking - your hotel.

1. Don’t let guests fall out of love with you because you’re being undercut
Once you’ve been shortlisted, don’t let the guest see anything that could push them back into the
consideration stage. That means no price disparities and no hidden extra costs.
Your customers will ﬁnd the cheapest price for their stay. If that’s on another channel then that’s where they will
book, or they may even book an entirely different hotel. Considering the fact that hotels are undercut by OTAs
27% of the time, parity management is crucial in order to keep guests interested in your business.
The Triptease Disparity Dungeon allows hoteliers to monitor and manage their parity in relation to real
customer searches that are happening live on your website. You can see all the information on who is
undercutting you and for what type of search (including a screenshot of the disparity on the OTA website) so
that you can resolve it easily. This means you don’t waste time ﬁxing disparities for searches that no customers
are actually making. You’ll also see data and reports on your parity trends so that you can make informed plans
for the future.
Once your parity is under control, Triptease ensures that questions around pricing are never the reason your
guest is pushed back into rational decision making mode. Price Check appears when a customer runs a search on
your website, and reﬂects the current rates straight back to them so that they can see that booking direct is best.
Find out more about parity management and Price Check
www.triptease.com/en/parity

2. Center the onsite experience around the guest’s needs
Make the experience on your website personalized. Show guest content that appeals to their
speciﬁc needs in this particular situation.
We know that when guests move from the rational to the emotional phase of decision making, it pays to speak to
them in a really personalized, relevant way. The most successful digital companies invest in personalization that
learns from collective activity and uses that to enhance individual experiences. That means they draw learnings
from all interactions on their website to make the next individual interaction even better for the next customer.
So how does this work for hotels? Well, it can get tricky. Cross-platform browsing, third party dependencies
and data silos on the marketing website and booking engine can make learning from data much more difﬁcult.
But dynamic, targeted content on your website can drive fantastic returns for your revenue management
agenda. You can often give guests the little extra push they need to convert without having to take a hit on your
margins. Leading online companies know the right messages to send because they are learning fast and
improving their content continuously.
With Triptease you can use our data insights combined with Message Porter to take the same approach. The
Insights Dashboard gives you information on exactly which audiences have proven to be high value. You can
then use Message Porter to send those guests really relevant messages to help them convert. You could similarly
target visitors searching for low occupancy dates to help ﬁll rooms when you need to most. Message Porter
offers thousands of ways to message your guests so you can test, learn and iterate just as fast as the OTAs.
Find out more about Message Porter
www.triptease.com/en/message-porter

3. Look after your guests online and demonstrate the quality of your service
Resolve any ﬁnal issues and questions that could block the guest’s path to booking
and showcase the speed and quality of your service.
Once guests have overcome the rational barriers to selecting a hotel, Triptease can help you to win them over
on an emotional level too. They want to know that you’re going to look after them well, so your online
experience needs to reﬂect the kind of hospitality that your staff provide in person.
A growing customer service gap online has made it harder for hotels to showcase their personalized service via
their websites. For years it has fallen to the customer to ﬁnd the answers that they need - either by hunting on
your website for speciﬁc information, or by getting in touch via phone or email. Those habits are changing fast.
Messaging has grown exponentially as a communication tool and hotel websites should take full advantage of
this valuable channel.
Data from Front Desk - our automated live chat assistant - has shown that one in ten people require assistance
before making a direct booking. We’ve also seen that if those customers get the answers they need there’s a
30% higher chance they will convert. If people are asking questions about your restaurant, pool, car park or
kids club then your hotel is likely to be pretty high on their ﬁnal shortlist. You can’t afford to lose this customer
when they are so close to choosing you.
What’s great is that this is one area where hoteliers have a massive advantage over the OTAs. You know more
about your hotel than an OTA ever will - and can easily answer those tricky, very speciﬁc questions that could
be holding a guest back from booking.
We built Front Desk so that your team can be there to
answer guest questions quickly and easily. With a range of
hotel-speciﬁc features - such as templated answers and
PCI-compliant card collection - Front Desk can help your
team bring your own brand of service onto your website. But
your team can’t be there all the time - so we’ve also invested
heavily in automation to ensure that your customers’
expectation for instant, 24-hour online service can be met
with no additional staff resource for you. Your reservations
team can likely write beautiful, charming replies, but if they
don’t arrive quickly enough then they won’t be seen by your
guest. Auto-Agent is an AI chatbot built to answer a range of
speciﬁc FAQs about your hotel instantly so that guests get
the facts they need straight away.
We want your digital experience to match up with the real
life service in your hotel. You need to show customers - all
the way from the very start of their activity cycle - that you
care as much about the decision they are making as they do.

Find out more about Front Desk
www.triptease.com/en/front-desk

